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Local area networks are becoming widely used as the database communication framework for 
sophisticated information systems. Databases can be distributed among stations on a network to 
achieve the advantages of performance, reliability, availability, and modularity. Efficient distributed 
query optimization algorithms are presented here for two types of local area networks: address ring 

networks and broadcast networks. Optimal algorithms are designed for simple queries. Optimization 
principles from these algorithms guide the development of effective heuristic algorithms for general 
queries on both types of networks. Several examples illustrate distributed query processing on local 
area networks. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The advantages of decentralization in organizations are a driving force in the 
design of today’s sophisticated information systems [13]. Advanced technical 
developments in microcomputer workstations and data communications have 
provided the means to achieve these advantages via local area networks (LANs) 
[15]. High bandwidth LANs provide a framework for tying together information 
resources within an organization. 

An important factor in information system design is the distribution of data- 
bases on a network. Databases are distributed in order to achieve the advantages 
of performance, reliability, availability, and modularity [4]. In order to be effec- 
tive, distributed database systems must include a user interface that is efficient 
while hiding the data distribution details from the user. A relational query refers 
only to the description of data that the user wants, not to where the data are 
located. The strategy that executes a query in the network will be determined by 
the query optimization algorithm. The process of retrieving data from different 
sites in the network is known as distributed query processing. 

The performance of a distributed database system is critically dependent on 
the ability of the query optimization algorithm to derive efficient query processing 
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strategies. A considerable body of research on the distributed query optimization 
problem has been performed. (An excellent survey of this research area can be 
found in [4] .) For the most part, the results of this previous research are applicable 
to distributed systems on pointto-point networks. Local area networks, however, 
exhibit quite different performance behaviors. 

Query optimization on local area networks has received some attention. Gouda 
and Dayal studied the complexity of performing semijoin schedules on a bus [a]. 
They developed a method of executing semijoins in order to minimize data 
communication time. More recently, Sacco [14] and Wah and Lien [16] have 
analyzed the problems of query optimization on LANs. Wah and Lien proposed 
a heuristic algorithm for query optimization on a broadcast bus. Their algorithm 
is dynamic in that the next operation to be performed in the query strategy is 
not chosen until the previous operation is complete. The effectiveness of the 
algorithm is based on the ability to broadcast the status of the query execution 
to all sites involved in the query processing. 

It is the purpose of this paper to propose query optimization algorithms 
especially designed for queries in local-area-network environments. Two types of 
LANs are studied: an address ring network and a broadcast network. The 
characteristics of each network are modeled in terms of a distributed database 
environment (Section 2). 

In our previous research on distributed query optimization for point-to-point 
networks [l, 9, 111, we used the approach of restricting the query environment 
in order to find provably optimal query strategies. We extended these optimal 
algorithms into heuristic algorithms that minimized the response time and total 
time of general query execution. These algorithms have been implemented and 
found to be effective in a prototype distributed database system [7]. In this paper 
we use a similar research approach for LAN query optimization. For simple 
queries, in which a single, common joining attribute connects all query relations, 
we design optimal query strategies. Then, using the optimization principles in 
the optimal algorithms, we develop effective heuristic algorithms for both types 
of LANs in a general query environment. 

2. DISTRIBUTED DATABASE SYSTEM MODEL 

A distributed database system (DDBS) is characterized by the distribution of 
system resources: hardware, software, and data. For our analysis on local area 
networks, a DDBS is defined as a collection of sites, Si, that are connected on a 
common, high-bandwidth local area network. Each site may contain a processing 
capability, a data storage capacity, or a combination of both. For example, 
different sites may be computer systems, personal workstations, database ma- 
chines, or intelligent terminals in an integrated information system. Queries can 
only be processed at sites that contain a version of the distributed database 
management system. 

The database is viewed logically in the relational data model [5]. The database 
is allocated across system nodes in units of relations (without loss of generality, 
relation fragments may be considered as relations for distribution). The relation 
distribution allows a general manner of redundancy. The only allocation con- 
straint is that all data must be accessible from any system site. The distribution 
of data on the network is invisible to the user. 
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We assume that the following information about the relations is maintained 
in a distributed data dictionary. Each query processing site is assumed to contain 
a copy of the data dictionary. 

For each relation Ri, i = 1, 2, . . . , m, 

T&I number of tuples, 

Ui: number of attributes, 

Si: size (e.g., in bytes). 

For each attribute dij, j = 1, 2, . . . , ci of relation Ri, 

Pij: attribute density (defined below), 

Wij: size (e.g., in bytes) of the data item in attribute dij, 

bij: projected size (e.g., in bytes) of attribute dG with no duplicate values. 

The density, PC, of attribute dij is defined as the number of different values 
occurring in the attribute divided by the number of all possible values in the 
domain of the attribute. SO, 0 I pij I 1. 

To process a query in a relational database, we only need the operations 
selection, projection, and join [6]. In a distributed database we may need to 
compute joins on relations that are located at different sites. Instead of computing 
these joins by moving relations on the network, it is beneficial first to reduce the 
sizes of the relations wherever possible by selections and projections. This phase 
of the query processing strategy is known as initial localprocessing. Once relations 
are reduced locally, the remainder of the query consists of intersite joins that 
require data transmission on the network and subsequent projections of join 
attributes not required for output. 

The semzjoin operation [2] has been found to be a beneficial technique for 
performing distributed join operations. A semijoin from relation Ri to relation Rk 
on attributes cl, and dkl, respectively, would be performed by projecting the unique 
attribute values of dij (with size bij) and transmitting them to the site containing 
Rk. Tuples of Rk are selected where the dkl value matches one of the set of dij 
values. The selectivity of the semijoin is defined as the attribute density of the 
transmitted joining attribute, pij. By assuming a uniform distribution of values 
in Rk from the domain of dkl, the parameters of relation Rk are then changed in 
the following way: 

nL + nk*Pij, 

, 
Sk c Sk *pij, 

I 
pkl + Pkl *pij, 

bil e bkl*pij* 

The size and density of other attributes in relation Rk are also changed on the 
basis of their dependence on the joining attribute dkl. These changes can be 
estimated using formulas that analyze dependencies among attributes [3,9]. 

In our optimization analysis, data transmission costs are modeled as follows 
for the two types of local area networks. 

Address Ring. An address ring using a token protocol allows one site to send 
a message to one or more other sites by placing the selected site addresses in the 
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message header. Data flows in one direction. Each site actively monitors the ring 
and accepts the message if its address is detected. The final addressed site 
reenters the token onto the ring. The cost of each data transmission is 

where 

ta + UijCaX, (2.1) 

t- 0. average time (in seconds) for sending site to gain control of the token 
ring. 

ui: distance (in units) on the ring between the sending site Si and the final 
receiving site Sj. If a ring has n sites, then assuming sites are equidistant 
around the ring with one unit separation, 

z&j = 
j-i 1 if j 2 i, 
n+j-i if j < i. 

C,: average time for each byte of data (in seconds/byte) to travel a unit 
distance on the ring. 

3t: amount of data (in bytes) transmitted. 

Broadcast Network. A broadcast network can be either a bus or ring topology 
with various protocols. A message placed on the network is transmitted to all 
sites. Further processing of the message at each site will determine the actions 
the site performs (e.g., discard message, perform a semijoin). The cost of each 
data transmission is 

where 

tb + cbx, (2.2) 

tb: average time (in seconds) for sending site to gain control of the network, 
cb: average time for each byte of data (in seconds/byte) to traverse the 

network, 
X: amount of data (in bytes) transmitted. 

In the subsequent sections we develop distributed query optimization algo- 
rithms for both local area network environments. The algorithms produce a 
query strategy to be executed on the distributed database system. The algorithms 
are static in that they base the optimization on the state of the system at one 
point in time. State variables should be updated regularly. For example, the 
variables t, and tb should be updated to reflect the present level of contention on 
the network. The principal advantage of static optimization is the ability to 
compile and store optimized query strategies for later execution. Queries are 
reoptimized if the current system state is sufficiently different from the state 
under which the current strategy was derived. Dynamic algorithms require 
optimization processing during execution of the query. A disadvantage of the 
static method is error propagation during the estimation of semijoin effects on 
size and selectivity parameters. These errors may lead to the derivation of a less 
beneficial query strategy [ 161. 

Only one site at a time may control a local area network. Thus, a distributed 
query strategy consists of a sequence of data transmissions interspersed with 
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query processing at the sites. The query result will be formed at a specified result 
site, Sa. We denote two types of data transmissions. An intermediate transmission 
is a transmission in which one or more joining attributes are transmitted to one 
or more relations to effect semijoins. The intermediate transmission, (dil, diz: Rj, 
Rk), represents the move of attributes dil and diz to the sites containing relations 
Rj and Rk. A final transmission is a transmission in which a relation is transmitted 
to the result site (Rk: Sa). An example distributed query strategy may be defined 
as an ordered set of intermediate and final transmissions, 

I(&:&), (&:R3), (RI:SA), (&:Sn), (R3:S~ll. 

In this example, attribute dll is transmitted and a semijoin is performed on Rz. 
Then the reduced dz, is transmitted and a semijoin is performed on RB. Finally, 
the reduced relations RI, RP, and R3 are transmitted to the result site for final 
processing. Note that parallel data transmissions are not possible on a LAN; 
thus, response time minimization is equivalent to total time minimization. 

For the purposes of the analysis in this paper, queries are assumed to be in 
disjunctive normal form [6]. Each conjunct subquery is optimized separately, and 
the union of the subquery results forms the query result. The selected data used 
in each subquery are determined before the query strategy is optimized by the 
algorithms presented in the next sections. We assume that the single most 
beneficial copy of redundant data is chosen for processing. 

Simple Queries. A simple query is defined as a query in which each relation 
contains only a common joining attribute. This definition allows us to make the 
following observations: 

(1) Since each query relation, Ri, has one attribute, oi = 1, we will use a single 
subscript for simple query analysis (e.g., pi, si). 

(2) A relation contains no duplicate values, si = bi. 
(3) The size of a relation, si, is directly proportional to the density, pi. Let Ui 

represent the total number of distinct values in the domain of the joining 
attribute. Then, vi * wi *pi = si- 

(4) The values for Ui and wi are assumed to be constant over all simple query 
relations. Therefore, 

and 

Pi 5 Pj if and only if Si I Sjy 

pi * Sj = pj * Sic 

These observations will be used in the simple query proofs in the next section. 

3. ADDRESS RING QUERY OPTIMIZATION 

The topology of an address ring is illustrated in Figure 1. There are n sites on 
the ring labeled Si, i = 1, . . . , n. A data transmission can only travel in one 
direction (assume clockwise) on the ring. A transmission from Si to Sj can be 
monitored and received by any site between the two sites. 

In our analysis we use an ordering relationship among sites on a ring. We 
denote Si << Sj << Sk (i, j, and k distinct) when site Sj is between sites Si and Sk 
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WU 

. 

= Ss = L(R,) 

Fig. 1. An address ring. 

and the path from Si to Sj to Sk does not circumnavigate the ring. Thus, in Figure 

1, the relationship Si <C Sj << S,, << Sr holds. 
Relations involved in a distributed query can be located at any site. Each site 

that has query data is considered to contain a single integrated relation. The 
relations at each site remain distinct, however. Without loss of generality, this 
assumption provides a distribution abstraction to the problem and simplifies the 
understanding of the following optimization algorithms. When necessary to 
identify the site location of a particular relation, we use a location function, L(Ri) 
= Sk, where Ri is located at site Sk. The inverse function, L’(Sk) = Ri returns the 
integrated query relation at that site. In the following, both sites and relations 
are numbered sequentially clockwise, with S1 and RI assigned arbitrarily. 

3.1 Simple Query Optimization 

A legal strategy for a query is one in which the correct query result is formed at 
the result site. A legal strategy must satisfy the following two properties. 

Property 1. A legal strategy must include a data transmission from each site 
containing a query relation, except for the result site. 

Property 2. A legal strategy must be connected, ending at one result site. In 
other words, data from all query relations must be either transmitted eventually 
to the result site or used in a semijoin that selects the data to be transmitted 
eventually to the result site. 

For simple query analysis we make two straightforward assumptions on legal 
strategies. First, if one query relation has a density less than 1.0, then relations 
with a density of 1.0 need not be included in the query. It can be assumed that 
all such relations are identified and eliminated from the query execution strategy. 
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Thus, we assume that 0 5 pi < 1, for all query relations, Rip i = 1, . . . , m. The 
second assumption restricts the range of sites on which simple query processing 
can be performed. Only sites containing query relations and the result site are 
considered as processing sites. If all sites have equivalent processing capabilities, 
it is easily seen that the use of sites with no resident query data provides no cost 
benefit on LANs over the use of sites containing query data. In general, however, 
this may not be true (e.g., networks with varying processor speeds [12]). 

For analysis, we represent a query execution strategy with an acyclic directed 
graph called a query execution graph (QEG). Given a query strategy, it is 
straightforward to construct a QEG. Starting with Sa as the root, draw an arc 
for each direct transmission into Sa. From the end to the beginning of the 
strategy, then, add directed arcs based on each data transmission into the 
connected graph. Since the query strategy is by definition ordered, cycles are not 
possible. Any transmissions that do not result in a connected arc are extraneous, 
since the data does not end up at the result site. Note that a single transmission 
(Ri:Rj, Rk, . . .) will produce a separate arc from Ri into each receiver relation. 
Also note that this construction does not preclude multiple transmissions to and 
from any query relation. 

For example, consider the following strategy for a simple query involving four 
relations, 

The resulting QEG is shown in Figure 2. 
Transmission costs can be viewed on a QEG in the following way. Each sending 

node represents a cost of t,, for accessing the LAN. The cost of all arcs starting 
from a node is represented by the maximum of the costs of each arc taken 
individually (i.e., max(c,xuij), where x is the amount of data transmitted and Uij 
is the distance from Si to Sj.) On the basis of Properties 1 and 2 above, a QEG 
for a legal strategy must include transmissions from all query relations (except a 
relation at the result site), and the graph must be connected with S, as the 
directed root. In the following, we only consider legal strategies for simple queries. 

A linear strategy is defined as query strategy that is represented by a linear 
QEG. 

LEMMA 3.1. An arbitrary query strategy for a simple query on an address ring 
can be transformed into a linear strategy with lesser or equal transmission cost. 

PROOF. By definition, any legal query strategy can be represented by a directed 
acyclic graph ending at one node, Sa. Consider the cost of all transmissions 
coming into an arbitrary node in the graph in Figure 3. 

Let L(R,) = Sk,. For the special case where the receiving node is Si\, consider 
Rij to be a dummy relation residing at Sa. The relations in the graph segment 
must be unique, else one of the duplicate arcs can be eliminated from the graph. 
The site subscripts can be ordered as 

Clearly this can be done, since if the relations are unique, then by definition the 
sites are unique also. Figure 4 shows the notation on the ring. 
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Fig. 2. A query execution graph (BEG). 

The cost of this graph segment is 

j-l 

m;l (ta + C&,uk,kj)9 (3.1) 

where xi, is the size of relation Rim in the transmission and uk.kj is the unit length 
from site Sk0 to site Ski. 

The above segment can be transformed into a linear segment with lesser or 
equal cost. Consider the linear segment shown in Figure 5. The cost of this 
segment is 

j-l 

x1 (ta + wipk,k,+J, (3.2) 

where xib is the size of Rim after the potential size reductions from the previous 
relations in the linear segment, Ri,, where /3 < cr. Thus, xib 5 xi,. It is also clearly 
seen that t&k,+, 5 Uk,kj because of the relation ordering (see Figure 4). Since all 
other factors are constant, the cost of the segment in Figure 5 (expression (3.2)) 
is less than or equal to the cost of the segment in Figure 3 (expression (3.1)). 

This transformation will not increase the transmission costs in the remain- 
der of the QEG. All incoming transmissions into the Rig” relations (cy = 1, 
2 , --*, j - 1) are not affected. Outgoing transmissions may be affected in that 
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S k,-, = URi,-,I 

Fig. 4. State of the address ring. 

L(Ri,) 

l l . 

f 
R,-, /. 

). / : 
Ri) 

W. . 

:/ 
A 

/ 

Fig. 5. Linear graph segment. 

the size of the R;” may be further reduced by the selectivities of the relations in 
the preceding linear segment. Thus, the transmission cost of outgoing arcs may 
be less. The size and selectivity effects of the two segments at RQ remain the 
same; outgoing arcs are not affected. 

The linear transformation of any node in the QEG with two or more incoming 
arcs produces a new QEG with lesser or equal cost. By iteratively performing 
such linear transformations on all nodes in a QEG, the final result will be a 
linear strategy for a simple query with lesser or equal cost than the original query 
strategy. Q.E.D. 

We define a nonredundant linear strategy as a linear strategy in which each 
relation is transmitted at most once. 

LEMMA 3.2. A linear strategy for a simple query on an address ring can be 
transformed into a nonredundant linear strategy with lesser or equal transmission 
cost. 

PROOF. Consider a linear strategy as in Figure 6. Assume i, = is. Since the 
selectivity of R, is already included in the strategy, the inclusion of the Ri, 
transmission adds no further size reductions. Thus, an additional transmission 
of a relation adds no cost benefit to the strategy but adds, at the least, a cost of 
t, to access the ring. 
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Fig. 6. Redundant linear strategy. 

By iteratively eliminating all cases of duplicate transmission of the same 
relation, the resulting linear strategy has a cost lesser than or equal to that of 
the strategy in Figure 6. Q.E.D. 

We define a serial strategy for a simple query on an address ring as one in 
which every query relation is transmitted exactly once (except, perhaps, for a 
relation at the result site which may not be transmitted), and the transmission 
order of the relations is based on the order of the sites on the ring. If Sk, < Sk, 
<< - * * << Sk,, then the serial strategy would be 

((Ri,, f&)9 * * * 9 (Rim, SA)19 

where L(Ri;) = Sk, and (Y = m or m - 1, depending on whether a relation at Sa is 
in the strategy or not. 

LEMMA 3.3. A nonredundant linear strategy for a simple query on an address 

ring can be transformed into a serial strategy with lesser or equal transmission 
cost. 

PROOF. Consider the nonredundant linear strategy in Figure 7a, where Sk, CK 
S, << Sk, (see Figure 8). The segments L1 and L2 represent the beginning and 
ending portions of the strategy. Let p be the accumulated selectivity from the L1 
segment. The transmission cost for this strategy is 

Cost(L) + (ta + CaP&,Uk,k7) + (cl + GPPi&Uk,k,) 

+ (&I + GPPi,Pi,SioQzeka) + COst(L2). (3.3) 

A lesser or equal cost can be gained by transforming the segment from Rim to Ri, 
into the strategy as found in Figure 7b. The cost of the new strategy is 

Cost(L) + (ta + GPSi,Uk,kJ + (63 + GzPPi,~i@z~k.,) 

+ (to + caPpi,&si,uk,kd) + cost(L2). (3.4) 

It can be seen that expression (3.4) is less than or equal to (3.3) in the following 
way. In comparing the two expressions, first eliminate the common terms 
Cost(L1), Cost(L2), and 3t,; then divide all terms by the common factor, c,p. 
Thus, we need to show that 

Si,Uk,k, f Pi,,siyUk7ka + pi,pi,SiSUk~k, 

2 simuk,kp + Pi,,sisuksk.l + pi,&$i,Uk,k,- (3.5) 

Since Sk” << Sk6 << Sk,, we have uk,k, = uk.&, + ukpk,, and expression (3.5) becomes 

si,uk#kT + pi,si,uk, kp + piapi,si,Uktiks 1 pi,si,uk,k, + pi,pidSi,Uk,kd. (3.6) 

By the definition of a simple query, si, L pi,si,, since a join result is always 
smaller than or equal to either of the join relations. Therefore, in eq. (3.6), 

sioukek, z pi,si,&ksky* 
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4, R, Ri, Ri+ R, 8.l 

.,-.. . .-*e-----*e-o-*v’ ’ 

\ / 
T 

L, L2 

(a) 

Ri, R, Ri, 8, R, S* 

.-. . .-W.-.-.-e&*. .-0 

\ / / 
v 7 

L, L 

(b) 

Fig. 7. Serial strategy transformation. 

1) 

Fig. 8. Address ring for Lemma 3.3. 

To see that 

&,si7uk7ka + &pi,sipUkska 2 pi,pi,$i,U~k,, (3.8) 

first recognize that pi,pi,si, = pi,piDsT, since the join operation for simple queries 
is commutative. 

Consider two cases, depending on where Ri, is located on the ring (see Figure 

8). 

Case 1. Sk, -=K Sk6 < Skp. For this case, uk& 2 &&, and eq. (3.8) is clearly 
true, since pieSi 5 pi,pipi,* 

Case 2. s, << Sk6 << Sk?. For this CaSl?, U+ = u&kg + uk.& and frOIll eq. (3.8), 

Pi,siTuk7k~ + Pi,pi,si,Ukaka z pi,pi,siyu&k, + pi$i,$i,uk~k,* (3.9) 

Since pi,,Si? 2 pi,pipi,, this proves that eq. (3.8) is true for this case. 
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By iterating this linear segment transformation, any nonredundant linear 
strategy is transformed into a serial strategy with lesser or equal cost. Q.E.D. 

The above three lemmas allow the following theorem to be proved. 

THEOREM 3.1. A minimum-cost strategy for a simple query on an address ring 
can be found by comparing the costs of all serial strategies. 

PROOF. Given an arbitrary legal strategy for a simple query on an address 
ring: 

(1) Lemma 3.1 proves that the strategy can be transformed into a linear strategy 
with lesser or equal cost. 

(2) Lemma 3.2 proves that a linear strategy can be transformed into a nonre- 
dundant linear strategy with lesser or equal cost. 

(3) Lemma 3.3 proves that a nonredundant linear strategy can be transformed 
into a serial strategy with lesser or equal cost. 

Thus, any legal strategy can be transformed into a legal serial strategy with 
lesser or equal cost. By testing all possible serial strategies a minimum-cost query 
execution strategy for simple queries can be found. Q.E.D. 

From this theorem we obtain Algorithm AR-SERIAL, an optimization algo- 
rithm for simple queries that generates optimal strategies. 

Algorithm AR-SERIAL 

1. Do all initial processing. Number the query relations Ri, i = 1, . . . , m. Assign RI 
arbitrarily, and number sequentially clockwise around the ring. 

2. For each query relation, Rip i = 1, . . . , m, calculate the transmission cost of a serial 
strategy starting at Ri and ending with all data at S*. 

3. For each query relation, Ri, i = 1, . . . , m, if a query relation is at site Sa, calculate the 
transmission cost of a serial strategy from Ri that does not include a transmission to 
or from the relation at S,. 

4. Select the minimum-cost strategy generated in steps 2 and 3. 

End of Algorithm AR-SERIAL. 

The complexity of Algorithm AR-SERIAL is O(m*). At most, the costs of 
2m - 1 strategies are compared. The computation of each strategy’s cost requires 
the summation of m transmissions. The algorithm is illustrated on the following 
simple query example. 

Example 3.1. Figure 9 shows an address ring with 15 sites located equidistantly 
on the network. A simple query is placed on the network with result site S,. After 
local processing, four query relations remain with state parameters shown in 
Table I. The data transmission cost parameters are 

t, = 2 0 -* seconds, c,, = lOA second/byte, 
jj- i 

u”=~15+j-i 

if j L i, 
if j < i, 

where the distance from one site to an adjacent site is one unit. 
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Fig. 9. Address ring simple query example. 

Table I. Simple Query Parameters (Address Ring) 

Relation: Ri RI RP R3 R4 

Location: Si 
Size: si (bytes) 
Selectivitv: D; 

Sl & S6 SB 
8000 5000 8000 4000 
0.8 0.5 0.8 0.4 

Since the result site does not contain a query relation, there are four serial 
strategies to be tested. 

Strategy 1: {(RI : &), (&: I&), (R3 : &), (R4 : &)). 

Transmission cost = 26.0 + 6.0 + 11.6 + 19.9 = 63.5 seconds. 

Strategy 2: ((&: I&), (&:I&), (&:I&), (RI :&)I. 

Transmission cost = 7.0 + 14.0 + 14.8 + 9.7 = 45.5 seconds. 

Strategy 3: {(I&,: I&), (R1 : RI), (RI : I&), (& : &)). 

Transmission cost = 26.0 + 27.6 + 9.7 + 5.8 = 69.1 seconds. 

Strategy 4: ( (R4: RI), (RI : I&), (R2 : &), (R3 : S,)]. 

Transmission cost = 34.0 + 11.6 + 3.6 + 4.2 = 53.4 seconds. 

The minimum cost strategy is strategy 2. 

3.2 General Query Optimization 

A general query is characterized by each query relation having an arbitrary 
number of output attributes and one or more joining attributes that connect it 
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with the other relations. Let 6 represent the number of distinct joining attributes 
in the query. Therefore, a relation can be reduced in size by semijoins on different 
joining attributes. 

The general query optimization problem on an address ring is NP-hard [lo]. 

Thus, we present a heuristic optimization algorithm for general queries. Algo- 
rithm AR-GENERAL is based on extending the serial strategy principles found 
optimal for simple queries. 

In an address ring, a single intermediate transmission can send data to several 
sites for semijoins. It may or may not be cost beneficial to perform semijoin 
processing at each of these sites, however, because of local processing costs. A 
general algorithm must include a method for selecting processing sites for 
intermediate transmissions. In Algorithm AR-GENERAL we consider local 
processing costs as defined in the following. 

Definition. A cost-beneficial semijoin for relation Rk at site S, is one in which 
the cost of performing the semijoin, SJ-cost(&), is less than the reduction in 
transmission cost for the reduced relation to the result site, S,. Thus, if 

SJ-cost(&) < c&k - &)~,a, (3.10) 

where s; is the reduced size of Rk after the semijoin, then S, is selected as a 
processing site for that intermediate transmission. 

Definition. A cost-beneficial intermediate transmission is one in which the 
transmission cost of sending data for semijoin operations, t, + C~XU,~ (where x is 
the size of the data), is less than the summation of the benefits gained by all 
beneficial semijoins effected by the transmission (eq. 3.10). 

Algorithm AR-GENERAL 

1. Do all initial local processing. Let Q represent the set of all query relations remaining. 
Let QS (initially empty) represent the query strategy. Within each relation, order 
joining attributes dij by ascending p~ value, j = 1, . . . , bi = the number of joining 
attributes in Ri. 

2. For each relation Ri in Q find the most cost-beneficial intermediate transmission from 
R, as follows: 

a. Perform step 2b for data transmissions of (dil), (dil, diz), . . . , (dil, diz, . . . , dia,), 
where the attribute ordering is as found in step 1. 

b. For each relation Rj # Ri, where all attributes of Rj have not been transmitted in 
QS, calculate the cost benefit of an intermediate data transmission from Ri to Rj, 
where all sites between Ri and Rj can receive the data. Processing is only performed 
at sites that have a cost-beneficial semijoin. 

c. From 2b, select the most beneficial intermediate transmission for R,, and label it 
RF. 

3. From 2, select the most beneficial intermediate transmission among the RF candidates. 
Add it to QS as the next transmission, and calculate the resulting database state. If no 
intermediate transmissions are beneficial, go to 5. 

4. Eliminate the selected sending relation in 3 from Q. If Q is not empty, go to 2. 

5. Add final transmissions to QS from all query relations to the final site. Do not include 
relations whose data have been completely transmitted as part of an intermediate 
transmission. 

End of Algorithm AR-GENERAL. 
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Fig. 10. Broadcast network. 

The complexity of Algorithm AR-GENERAL is, in the worst-case analysis, 
O(m4S). In step 2 each relation in Q (worst-case size of m) is tested for cost- 
beneficial transmissions to the other (possibly, m - 1) relations. The testing is 
done for up to 6 groupings of join attributes. The calculation of each strategy 
cost requires the summation of, in the worst case, m - 1 semijoin benefits. The 
algorithm iterates step 2, in the worst case, m times. 

The principal optimization technique in the algorithm involves analyzing serial 
transmissions of join attribute groupings. The groupings are treated as simple 
queries and tested for cost-beneficial transmissions to other relations on the ring. 
When no further beneficial intermediate transmissions can be found, the essential 
final transmissions are added to the final execution strategy. Section 5 illustrates 
general query optimization on an address ring using Algorithm AR-GENERAL. 

4. BROADCAST NETWORK QUERY OPTIMIZATION 

In a broadcast network (Figure lo), multiple processors are connected by a 
common communication channel. Any site can place a message on the network. 
The transmission is broadcast so that all other sites can receive it. Ordering and 
distance among sites are irrelevant for transmission cost. 

4.1 Simple Query Optimization 

A simple query strategy on broadcast network will be represented as an ordered 
set of transmissions, 

where each relation is broadcast to all other sites. Information within the message 
will tell each site what to do with the data transmitted. Thus, a site that contains 
a query relation may or may not perform a local semijoin with an incoming 
relation. Note that since our optimization criterion only involves minimizing 
transmission cost, the selection of processing sites does not affect the following 
simple query analysis. However, we will discuss the selection of sites for local 
processing and incorporate a selection step into the query optimization algo- 
rithms. 

The definition of a legal strategy is the same as for address rings. The strategy 
must contain a transmission from every query relation site (except the result 
site), and the strategy must be connected. For broadcast networks, we number 
the query relations, Ri, i = 1, . . . , m, based on the density value of the common 
joining attribute, 

Relations can be located arbitrarily on the network. 
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On a broadcast network, any legal strategy for a simple query can be considered 
a linear strategy, in which each sending relation can be received at all other 
network sites. We define a nonredundant linear strategy as a linear strategy in 
which each relation is transmitted at most once. 

LEMMA 4.1. A linear strategy for a simple query on a broadcast network can be 
transformed into a nonredundant linear strategy with lesser or equal transmission 
cost. 

PROOF. Consider a linear strategy in which Rj is transmitted more than once: 

((4)~ * * * 5 (Rj), * - * 9 (Rj), * * - 9 (&)I* 

Since the selectivity of Rj is already included in the strategy, the inclusion of the 
second Rj transmission adds no further size reduction. Thus, an additional 
transmission of a relation adds no cost benefit, but adds, at the least, a cost of tb 

to access the network. 
By iteratively eliminating all cases of duplicate transmission of a relation, the 

resulting linear strategy has cost lesser than or equal to that of the original 
strategy. Q.E.D. 

We define a serial strategy for a simple query on a broadcast network as a 
nonredundant linear strategy in which each relation (except, perhaps, for a 
relation at the result site) is transmitted in order of increasing selectivity value. 
Thus, if a relation is at the result site, L(&) = Sa, then there are two possible 
serial strategies: 

Strategy 1: {(RI), W, . . . , &Al. 

Strategy 2: ((RI), . . . , (&-A (&+I), . . . , (R,)l. 

If no relation is at the result site, then strategy 1 is the only serial strategy. 

LEMMA 4.2. A nonredundant linear strategy for a simple query on a broadcast 
network can be transformed into a serial strategy with lesser or equal transmission 
cost. 

PROOF. Consider the nonredundant linear strategy where pa 5 ps: 

j(R), - * - Y t&3)9 (Rx), - * * f (&)I- 

Let L1 represent the beginning of the strategy until the Rs transmission, and let 
L2 represent the ending of the strategy after the R, transmission. Let p be the 
accumulated selectivity from the L1 segment. The transmission cost for this 
strategy is 

Cost(L1) + (tb + CbPS(j) + (t* + cbppss,) + Cost(L2). (4.1) 

A lesser or equal cost can be gained by reversing the transmission from RB to R,: 

i(E). . . . , VL), VW,. . . , (R/Al. 

The cost of the transformed strategy is 

Cost(LJ + (tb + CbPS,) + (tb + c*pp& + Cost(L*). 
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It can be seen that expression (4.2) is less than or equal to (4.1) in the following 
way. In comparing the two equations, first eliminate common terms Cost&), 
Cost(&), and 2tb; then divide all terms by the common factor, cap. Thus, we need 
to show that 

sg + p&T = SC7 + PC&?. (4.3) 

Equation (4.3) is clearly true, since so1 2 s, is given and pas, = p,sa by the 
definition of a simple query. 

It can also be seen that this transformation in no way affects the size and 
selectivity changes brought about by semijoins in segments L1 or Lz. By iterating 
this linear transformation, any nonredundant linear strategy is transformed into 
a serial strategy with lesser or equal cost. Q.E.D. 

These two lemmas allow the following theorem to be proved. 

THEOREM 4.1. A minimum-cost strategy for a simple query on a broadcast 
network can be found by comparing the costs of the two possible serial strategies. 

PROOF. Given an arbitrary legal strategy for a simple query on a broadcast 
network: 

(1) Lemma 4.1 proves that the strategy can be transformed into a nonredundant 
linear strategy with lesser or equal cost. 

(2) Lemma 4.2 proves that a nonredundant linear strategy can be transformed 
into a serial strategy with lesser or equal cost. 

Thus, any legal strategy can be transformed into a legal serial strategy with 
lesser or equal cost. By testing both possible serial strategies a minimum-cost 
query execution strategy for simple queries can be found. Q.E.D. 

From this theorem we obtain Algorithm BN-SERIAL, an optimization algo- 
rithm for simple queries that generates optimal strategies. 

Algorithm BN-SERIAL 

1. Do all initial processing. Number the query relations Ri, i = 1, . . . , m on the basis of 
increasing density value, p1 5 pz 5 . . . 5 pm. 

2. Calculate the cost of the serial strategy that contains all relations in order (strategy 1). 

3. If a relation is at the result site, calculate the cost of the serial strategy that does not 
include this relation (strategy 2). 

4. Select the minimum-cost strategy in steps 2 and 3. 

End of Algorithm BN-SERIAL. 

The complexity of Algorithm BN-SERIAL is O(m), since the calculation of a 
strategy cost requires the summation of m transmissions. 

Each relation transmission in the simple query strategy sends data to all other 
relations. It can easily be observed that it is only necessary for the next relation 
in serial order to actually perform the semijoin. Since each transmission carries 
the accumulated selectivities of all previous relations in the strategy, the query 
relations need only perform one semijoin in the strategy. This is represented by 
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Table II. Simple Query Parameters (Broadcast Network) 

Relation: Ri RI RP R3 RI 

Size: si (bytes) 3000 5000 8000 9000 

Selectivity: pi 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.9 

intermediate transmission (RI : R2), where the right side of a transmission denotes 
the relations to perform the semijoin. 

The algorithm is illustrated by the following simple query example. 

Example 4.1. A broadcast network must execute a simple query that, after 
local processing, requires data from four relations at separate sites. The relations 
are ordered on the basis of their selectivities. The relation parameters are shown 
in Table II. 

Let R2 be stored at the result site. The data transmission cost parameters are 

t,, = 3.0 seconds, cb = 5 * low3 second/byte. 

The two strategies to be tested are 

Strategy 1: ((R1:Rz), (R2:R3), (R3:R4), (R4:SA)J. 

Transmission cost = 18.0 + 10.5 + 9.0 + 8.4 = 45.9 seconds. 

Strategy 2: ((R1:R3), (R3: R4), (R4:SA)]. 

Transmission cost = 18.0 + 15.0 + 13.8 = 46.8 seconds. 

The minimum cost strategy is strategy 1. Note that the algorithm is responsive 
to changes in the network state. For example, if the network access cost, tb, is 
changed from 3.0 seconds to 6.0 seconds to show increased contention, the 
algorithm would find the strategy costs to be Cost(strategy 1) = 57.9 seconds and 
Cost(strategy 2) = 55.8 seconds. Thus, the second strategy, requiring fewer 
transmissions, would be selected on the basis of increased network access time. 

4.2 General Query Optimization 

Similarly to the address ring, the general query optimization problem on a 
broadcast network is NP-hard [lo]. The following heuristic optimization algo- 
rithm for general queries is developed using the same definitions, with modified 
cost formulas, for cost beneficial semijoins and cost beneficial intermediate trans- 
missions as presented in Section 3.2 for address rings. 

Algorithm BN-GENERAL 

1. Do all initial local processing. Let Q represent the set of all query relations remaining. 
Let QS (initially empty) represent the query strategy. Within each relation, order 
joining attributes dg by ascending pc value, j = 1, . . . , 6i = the number of joining 
attributes in Ri. 

2. For each relation R; in Q find the most cost-beneficial intermediate transmission from 
Ri as follows: 

a. Perform step 2b for data transmissions of (d,l), (dil, diz), . . . , (dil, diz, . . . , didi), 
where the attribute ordering is as found in step 1. 
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b. Calculate the cost benefit of the intermediate transmission. Processing is only 
performed at sites that have a cost-beneficial semijoin. 

c. From 2b select the most cost-beneficial intermediate transmission for Ri and label it 
RT. 

3. From 2 select the most cost-beneficial intermediate transmission among the RT candi- 
dates. Add it to QS as the next transmission, and calculate the resulting database state. 
If no intermediate transmissions are beneficial, go to 5. 

4. Eliminate the selected sending relation in 3 from Q. If Q is not empty, go to 2. 

5. Add final transmissions to QS from all query relations. Do not include relations whose 
data have been completely transmitted as part of an intermediate transmission. 

End of Algorithm BN-GENERAL. 

The complexity of Algorithm BN-GENERAL is, in the worst-case analysis, 
O(m36). In step 2, each relation in Q (worst-case size of m) is tested for cost- 
beneficial transmissions. The testing is done for up to 6 groupings of join 
attributes. The calculation of each transmission cost requires the summation of, 
in the worst case, m - 1 semijoin benefits. The algorithm iterates step 2, in the 
worst case, m times. 

The similarities between the algorithms for the broadcast network and the 
address ring are clear. In both algorithms the principle optimization technique is 
to group join attribute data in each query relation and find the best serial 
transmission strategy for the group that provides the greatest cost benefit on the 
network. Hill-climbing optimization selects the transmission with the greatest 
benefit, the database state is recalculated, and the process is reiterated until no 
more beneficial intermediate transmissions can be found. The necessary final 
transmissions are added to the strategy to complete the algorithm. An example 
of optimization processing using Algorithm BN-GENERAL is presented in the 
next section. 

5. A GENERAL QUERY EXAMPLE 

Consider the following organizational database: 

RI: Supplier(S#, sname, saddress) 

R2: S-P-J(S#, P#, J#) 
R3: Warehouse(W#, S#, P#, qty) 

Suppliers (S#) supply parts (P#) that are stored in warehouses (W#). The parts 
are used in projects (J#). In a ten-site local area network, each of the relations 
is stored at a separate site. The query represented in Figure 11 ‘is entered into 
the LAN at site S5. The query can be stated: “List the S# and sname of all 
suppliers who supply parts to project 5, along with the parts they supply and the 
total quantity of those parts.” 

We now illustrate how this general distributed query would be optimized on 
an address ring with Algorithm AR-GENERAL and on a broadcast network with 
Algorithm BN-GENERAL. Both optimization algorithms start (step 1) by per- 
forming all local processing at the relation sites. Table III contains selected query 
parameter values after this initial processing. The join attributes for each relation 
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R, 
R,.S#=R,.S# 

(J#= 5) 

- -- Selection 

R2 

WAREHOUSE R, .I’# = R,.P# S-P-J 

R,.S# = R,.S# 

R, 

p SUPPLIER 

I 

I -- - Projection 

(S#, sname, Pf, SUM(qty)) 

---Join 

R,.S#=R,.S# 

Fig. 11. General query example. 

Relation: Ri 

RI: Supplier 
RP: S-P-J 
&: Warehouse 

Table III. General Query Parameters 

Join attribute Join attribute 

Size: Si 

dil = P# da = S# 

Location: Si Owes) bil (bytes) Pn ba ktes) PS 

S2 12000 - - 2700 0.9 
SS 9000 2000 0.8 1500 0.5 
SS 4000 500 0.2 1200 0.4 

are ordered on the basis of selectivity values. Note that attribute & will be 
ordered before dP1 for relation Rz. 

5.1 Address Ring Optimization 

The cost parameters on the address ring are 

t,, = 2.0 seconds, c. = 10e3 second/byte, 

4 = 
j-i 

{ 

if j 2 i, 
10 + j _ i if j < i. 

Recording each step of Algorithm AR-GENERAL, the optimization proceeds as 
follows. 

Step 1. Local processing and attribute ordering are done. 

Q = (R,, RP, R3) and QS is empty. 

Step 2-Pass 1. Find the best intermediate transmission from each relation 
in Q. 

RI: Supplier 

(1) Test the intermediate transmission of dlz to Rz. The benefit is the cost of 
transmitting Rz without this semijoin minus the cost of transmitting Rz with 
this semijoin (eq. (3.10)). Thus, 

benefit = 10m3 * 9 * 900 = 8.1 seconds. 
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The cost of the transmission is 

cost = 2.0 + 10M3 * 4 * 2700 = 12.8 seconds. 

Thus, this is not a beneficial transmission for further consideration. 
(2) Test the intermediate transmission of dlz to Rz and to R3: 

benefit = 10m3 * 9 * 900 + lob3 * 6 * 400 = 8.1 + 2.4 = 10.5 seconds, 
cost = 2.0 + lob3 * 7 * 2700 = 20.9 seconds. 

This is not a beneficial transmission for further consideration. Therefore, 
Rf is empty. 

Rz: S-P-J 

(1) Test the intermediate transmission of c& to R3: 

benefit = 10m3 * 6 * 2000 = 12.0 seconds, 
cost = 2.0 + 10m3 * 3 * 1500 = 6.5 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 5.5 seconds. 
(2) Test the intermediate transmission of dz2 to R3 and to RI: 

benefit = 10m3 * 6 * 2000 + 10m3 * 3 * 6000 
= 12.0 + 18.0 = 30.0 seconds, 

cost = 2.0 + 10m3 * 6 * 1500 = 11.0 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 19.0 seconds. 
(3) Test the intermediate transmission of (dzl, d& to R3: 

benefit = 10T3 * 6 * 2400 = 14.4 seconds, 
cost = 2.0 + low3 * 3 * 3500 = 13.5 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 0.9 second. 
(4) Test the intermediate transmission of (dzl, dz2) to R3 and to RI: 

benefit = lob3 * 6 * 2400 + 10m3 * 3 * 7200 
= 14.4 + 21.6 = 36.0 seconds, 

cost = 2.0 + 10e3 * 6 * 3500 = 23.0 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 13.0 seconds. 

The most beneficial intermediate transmission for Rp is (dzz : R3, RI). 

R3 : Warehouse 

(1) Test the intermediate transmission of d31 to RI: 

benefit = 10m3 * 3 * 9600 = 28.8 seconds, 
cost = 2.0 + 10m3 * 3 * 500 = 3.5 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 25.3 seconds. 
(2) Test the intermediate transmission of dgl to RI and to Rz: 

benefit = 1O-3 * 3 * 9600 + 1O-3 * 9 * 7200 
= 28.8 + 64.8 = 93.6 seconds, 

cost = 2.0 + 10e3 * 7 * 500 = 5.5 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 88.1 seconds. 
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Table IV. General Query Parameters after Pass 1 (Address Ring and Broadcast Network) 

Join attribute Join attribute 

Size: si 
di, = P# da = S# 

Relation: Ri Location: Si (bytes) big (bytes) Pi1 bi2 (bytes) Pi2 

RI: Supplier S2 960 - - 1080 0.36 
Rz: S-P-J S6 720 400 0.16 600 0.20 
&: Warehouse S9 4000 500 0.20 1200 0.40 

(3) Test the intermediate transmission of (&, c&) to R,: 

benefit = 10e3 * 3 * 11040 = 33.1 seconds, 
cost = 2.0 + 10F3 * 3 * 1700 = 7.1 seconds, 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 26.0 seconds. 
(4) Test the intermediate transmission of (d3i, d& to RI and to Rz: 

benefit = 10m3 * 3 * 11040 + 10e3 * 9 * 8280 
= 33.1 + 74.5 = 107.6 seconds, 

cost = 2.0 + 10m3 * 7 * 1700 = 13.9 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 93.7 seconds. 

The most beneficial intermediate transmission for R3 is (d3i, d32 : RI, R2). 

Step 3-Pass 1. Select the most beneficial intermediate transmission. 

R$ is the most cost-beneficial transmission. QS = ((&it d32 : RI, Rz)]. The 
estimated database state after this transmission is calculated in Table IV. 

Step 4-Pass 1. Eliminate sending relation. 

R3 is removed from Q. Since Q is not empty, return to step 2 for another pass. 

Step 2-Pass 2. Find best intermediate transmission for each relation in Q. 

RI : Supplier 

As in pass 1, Rf is empty; no beneficial transmissions from RI can be found. 

Rz: S-P-J 

(1) Test the intermediate transmission of & to R3: 

benefit = low3 * 6 * 2000 = 12.0 seconds, 
cost = 2.0 + 10m3 * 3 * 600 = 3.8 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 8.2 seconds. 
(2) Test the intermediate transmission of dzz to R3 and to RI: 

benefit = 10m3 * 6 * 2000 + 10e3 * 3 * 480 
= 12.0 + 1.4 = 13.4 seconds, 

cost = 2.0 + 1O-3 * 6 * 600 = 5.6 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 7.8 seconds. 
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Table V. General Query Parameters after Pass 2 (Address Ring) 

Relation: Ri 

RI: Supplier 

Rg S-P-J 

RI: Warehouse 

Location: Si 

S2 

S6 

S9 

Join attribute Join attribute 

Size: Si 
di, = P# di, = S# 

Owes) bil (bytes) pi1 bit (bytes) pi2 

960 - - 1080 0.36 

720 400 0.16 600 0.20 

1600 400 0.16 600 0.20 

(3) Test the intermediate transmission of (&, C&J to RB: 

benefit = low3 * 6 * 2400 = 14.4 seconds, 

cost = 2.0 + 10e3 * 3 * 1000 = 5.0 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 9.4 seconds. 
(4) Test the intermediate transmission of (&, &) to R3 and to RI: 

benefit = 10m3 * 6 * 2400 + lob3 * 3 * 576 
= 14.4 + 1.7 = 16.1 seconds, 

cost = 2.0 + 10m3 * 6 * 1000 = 8.0 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 8.1 seconds. 

The most beneficial intermediate transmission for RP is (&, & : R3). 

Step 3--Pass 2. Select the most beneficial intermediate transmission. 

Rz* is the most cost-beneficial transmission. QS = ((CITY, ds2 : RI, Rz), (&, 
&: R3)). The estimated database state after this transmission is calculated in 
Table V. 

Step 4-Pass 2. Eliminate sending relation. 

Rz is removed from Q. Since Q is not empty, return to step 2 for another pass. 

Step 2-Pass 3. Find best intermediate transmission from each relation in Q. 

R,: Supplier 

Again, RF is empty. 

Step 3-Pass 3. Select the most beneficial intermediate transmission. 

There are no beneficial intermediate transmission; therefore, go to step 5. 

Step 5. Add final transmissions to QS. 

Since RP is completely transmitted already in QS, only RI and R3 need to be 
transmitted to the result site, Sg. QS = ((&, c&z: RI, Rz), (dzl, c&p: R3), (RI: S,), 
W3: &)I. 

To demonstrate the cost benefit gained by executing the optimized strategy 
QS, consider its total cost against an initial feasible strategy of sending the 
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relations after initial processing to the result site; IFS = ((Ri: Ss), (&: S,), 
U-h: &)I. 

Cost(IFS) = (2.0 + 1O-3 * 3 * 12000) + (2.0 + 1O-3 * 9 * 9000) 
+ (2.0 + 1O-3 * 6 * 4000) 

= 38.0 + 83.0 + 26.0 = 147.0 seconds, 

Cost(QS) = (2.0 + 1O-3 * 7 * 1700) + (2.0 + lo-’ * 3 * 1000) 
+ (2.0 + 1O-3 * 3 * 960) + (2.0 + 1O-3 * 6 * 1600) 

= 13.9 + 5.0 + 4.9 + 11.6 = 35.4 seconds. 

The estimated cost savings from this optimization is 111.6 seconds, or 76 
percent of the cost of the initial feasible solution. 

5.2 Broadcast Network Optimization 

The cost parameters on the broadcast network are 

tb = 3.0 seconds, cb = 5 * 10m3 second/byte. 

Recording each step of Algorithm BN-GENERAL, the optimization proceeds 
as follows. 

Step 1. Local processing and attribute ordering are done. 

Q = (RI, RB, R3) and QS is empty. 

Step 2-Pass 1. Find the best intermediate transmission from each relation in 

Q. 

RI: Supplier 
Test the intermediate transmission of &. 

Each possible semijoin from the transmitted attribute is tested separately and 
added only if beneficial. 

benefit on R, = 5 * 10e3 * 900 = 4.5 seconds, 
benefit on R3 = 5 * 10m3 * 400 = 2.0 seconds, 

cost = 3.0 + 5 * 10s3 * 2700 = 16.5 seconds. 

Thus, this is not a beneficial transmission for further consideration. RT is empty. 

Rz: S-P-J 

(1) Test the intermediate transmission of &: 

benefit on R1 = 5 * 10V3 : 6000 = 30.0 seconds, 
benefit on R3 = 5 * 10m3 * 2000 = 10.0 seconds, 

cost = 3.0 + 5 * low3 * 1500 = 10.5 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 29.5 seconds. 
(2) Test the intermediate transmission of (dzl, d&: 

benefit on R1 = 5 * 10m3 * 7200 = 36.0 seconds, 
benefit on R3 = 5 * 10m3 * 2400 = 12.0 seconds, 

cost = 3.0 + 5 * 10T3 * 3500 = 20.5 seconds. 

This is a beneficial semijoin with total benefit of 27.5 seconds. 
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The most beneficial intermediate transmission for Rz is (& : RS, Rd. 

Rs: Warehouse 

(1) Test the intermediate transmission of c&i: 

benefit on R1 = 5 * low3 * 9600 = 48.0 seconds, 
benefit on RP = 5 * 10s3 * 7200 = 36.0 seconds, 

cost = 3.0 + 5 * 10m3 * 500 = 5.5 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 78.5 seconds. 
(2) Test the intermediate transmission of (d3i, d3&: 

benefit on Ri = 5 * 10v3 * 11040 = 55.2 seconds, 
benefit on Rz = 5 * 10m3 * 8280 = 41.4 seconds, 

cost = 3.0 + 5 + low3 * 1700 = 11.5 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 85.1 seconds. 

The most beneficial intermediate transmission for Rz is (&, r&2: RI, Rz). 

Step ~-PUSS 1. Select the most beneficial intermediate transmission. 

R$ is the most cost-beneficial transmission. QS = ((c&i, C&Z : RI, Rz)J. The 
estimated database state after this transmission is calculated in Table IV. 

Step 4-Pass 1. Eliminate sending relation. 

R3 is removed from Q. Since Q is not empty, return to step 2 for another pass. 

Step 2-Pass 2. Find the best intermediate transmission from each relation 
in Q. 

RI : Supplier 

Test the intermediate transmission of &: 

benefit on RP = 5 * 10m3 * 72 = 0.4 second, 
benefit on R3 = 5 * 10m3 * 400 = 2.0 seconds, 

cost = 3.0 + 5 * 10m3 * 1080 = 8.4 seconds. 

This is not a beneficial transmission for further consideration. Therefore, Rf is 
empty. 

Rz: S-P-J 

(1) Test the intermediate transmission of &: 

benefit on R1 = 5 * 10m3 * 480 = 2.4 seconds, 
benefit on R3 = 5 : 10m3 * 2000 = 10.0 seconds, 

cost = 3.0 + 5 * 10m3 * 600 = 6.0 seconds. 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 6.4 seconds. 
(2) Test the intermediate transmission of (CL, &): 

benefit on R1 = 5 * 10m3 * 576 = 2.9 seconds, 
benefit on R3 = 5 * 10m3 * 2400 = 12.0 seconds, 

cost = 3.0 + 5 * 10T3 * 1000 = 8.0 seconds. 
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Table VI. General Query Parameters after Pass 2 (Broadcast Network) 

Relation: I& Location: Si 

RI: Supplier SP 
RZ: S-P-J se 
&: Warehouse s9 

Join attribute Join attribute 

Size: Si 
di, = P# da = S# 

M4 h b@s) Pi1 bu OM.4 PU 

384 - - 216 0.18 
720 400 0.16 600 0.20 

1600 400 0.16 600 0.20 

This is a beneficial transmission with total benefit of 6.9 seconds. 

The most beneficial intermediate transmission for Rz is (&, r&z: RI, Rs). 

Step 3-Pus 2. Select the most beneficial intermediate transmission. 

R$ is the most cost-beneficial transmission. QS = ((c&i, C&Z: Ri, Rz), (&, 
dzz : RI, R,)). The estimated database state after this transmission is calculated 
in Table VI. 

Step 4-Pass 2. Eliminate sending relation. 

Rz is removed from Q. Since Q is not empty, return to step 2 for another pass. 

Step 2-Pass 3. Find best intermediate transmission from each relation in Q. 

RI: Supplier 

Test the intermediate transmission of &. Since all attributes of Rz are included 
in QS, there is no possible benefit to be gained by performing a semijoin on RP. 
Therefore, 

benefit on R3 = 5 * 10m3 * 160 = 0.8 second, 
cost = 3.0 + 5 * 10m3 * 216 = 4.1 seconds. 

This is not a beneficial transmission for further consideration. Therefore, Rf is 
empty. 

Step 3-Pass 3. Select the most beneficial intermediate transmission. 

There are no beneficial intermediate transmissions; therefore, go to step 5. 

Step 5. Add final transmissions to QS. 

Since R:! is completely transmitted already in QS, only RI and RB need to be 
transmitted to the result site, Ss. QS = ((&, d32 : RI, RJ, (&, c&2 : RI, R3), 
(RI:&), (R3:&)1. 

To demonstrate the cost benefit gained by executing the optimized strategy 
QS, consider its total cost against an initial feasible strategy of sending the 
relations after initial processing to the result site; IFS = ((RI: S’s), (Rz: SJ, 
(R3:&)1. 

Cost(IFS) = (3.0 + 5 * 1O-3 * 12000) + (3.0 + 5 * 1O-3 * 9000) 
+ (3.0 + 5 * 1o-3 * 4000) 

= 63.0 + 48.0 + 23.0 = 134.0 seconds, 
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Cost(QS) = (3.0 + 5 * 1O-3 * 1700) + (3.0 + 5 * 1O-3 * 1000) 
+ (3.0 + 5 * 1O-3 * 384) + (3.0 + 5 * 1O-3 * 1600) 

= 11.5 + 8.0 + 4.9 + 11.0 = 35.4 seconds. 

The estimated cost savings from this optimization is 98.6 seconds, or 74 percent 
of the cost of the initial feasible solution. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Local area networks are the backbone of many current and future information 
systems. LANs support the decentralization of hardware, data, and control to 
achieve important organizational advantages such as performance, reliability, 
availability, and modularity. A critical performance problem is the derivation of 
data retrieval (query) strategies on the local area network. 

The goal of this paper has been to present effective query optimization 
algorithms for local area networks. Two types of networks have been studied; 
address rings and broadcast networks. Provably optimal strategies for simple 
queries guided the development of heuristic optimization algorithms for general 
distributed queries on both network types. These algorithms included the consid- 
eration of both data transmission and local processing costs. Several examples 
illustrated the algorithms. 

Future research plans include the implementation of these algorithms in an 
office information system being built as a research testbed. The system will 
include a distributed database system that supports query entry and optimization 
at any site. Of particular interest for future study will be the performance 
evaluation of the static method of optimization versus the dynamic method as 
proposed by Wah and Lien [ 161. Also, techniques for optimizing query processing 
over redundant data copies will be investigated. 
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